INFORMS Roundtable Fall Meeting Agenda
12 – 13 November 2016
Music City Center/Omni Nashville Hotel
Nashville, TN
THEME: Open Architecture/Internet of Things

Saturday, 12 November 2016
1:30 PM

Outing – Ryman Auditorium guided tour - Meet in hotel lobby at 1:30pm.

5:00 PM

Reception

6:00 PM

Roundtable Introductions

Electric Room

6:15 PM

Dinner

Electric Room

Acoustic Room

Sunday, 13 November 2016
7:00 AM

Breakfast

Broadway CD Room

8:00 AM

Session 1: Open Architecture

Broadway CD Room

Nick Guertin and Doug Schmidt will discuss how the INFORMS members can utilize modular
and open systems as strategic levers to manage their current and future system developments.
Modularity, selective use of open systems architectures and design elements, and well defined
reference frameworks allows for decoupling of capability modules from system integration. We
will pull the string and show what that looks like across a range of domains, including the
Industrial Internet of Things, healthcare, and "smart" technologies (such as grids, cities, and
buildings).
Nicholas Guertin, Director for Transformation in the office of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Director for Transformation in the office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (DASN (RDT&E). Led the strategic change of
business, technical, and cultural practices for acquisition of national security systems. Chaired
the OSA-Data Rights Team for USD(AT&L) under the Better Buying Power initiative.
Published extensively on applying OSA to Defense systems development. Director for Rapid
Prototyping, Experimentation and Demonstration at Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
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Division Standing up new methods for rapidly addressing fleet operational needs while refining
technical understanding and warfighting operational utility. Mr. Guertin received an MBA from
Bryant University and a BS in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Washington.
9:00 AM

Break

9:15 AM

Session 2: Open Architecture

Broadway CD Room

Nick Guertin and Doug Schmidt will discuss how the INFORMS members can utilize modular
and open systems as strategic levers to manage their current and future system developments.
Modularity, selective use of open systems architectures and design elements, and well defined
reference frameworks allows for decoupling of capability modules from system integration. We
will pull the string and show what that looks like across a range of domains, including the
Industrial Internet of Things, healthcare, and "smart" technologies (such as grids, cities, and
buildings).
Dr. Doug Schmidt, Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Vanderbilt
University
Douglas C. Schmidt is a Professor of Computer Science at Vanderbilt University. He is also an
Adjunct Professor of Software Engineering in the Institute for Software Research at the School
of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University and a Visiting Scientist at the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI). Dr. Schmidt has published 11 books and more than 500 technical
papers covering a range of software-related topics, including patterns, optimization techniques,
and empirical analyses of object-oriented frameworks and domain specific modeling
environments that facilitate the development of middleware and mission-critical applications
running over networks and embedded system interconnects. Dr. Schmidt received his PhD in
Computer Science from the University of California.
He can be reached at
d.schmidt@vanderbilt.edu.
10:15 AM

Break

10:30 AM

Session 3: What is an IoT Platform?
From M2M to Cognitive IoT Systems

Broadway CD Room

Tim Meyer will discuss the value chain of IoT from sensors to networks to cloud based platforms
that can ingest multiple, unstructured data sources and provide unique insights: from predicting
wear on tires, traffic patterns, compressor failure to real-time supply chains. He will show the
architectural view of IBM’s Watson IoT Platform, and describe how IBM has embraced open
source technologies such as Hadoop, Spark, Node.js, nodeRED, Docker and others.
Tim Meyer, Associate Partner at IBM Global Business Services, IoT Center of Competency
Tim Meyer is an Associate Partner at IBM Global Business Services, IoT Center of Competency.
Tim advises global clients on their Digital Transformation and Internet of Things (IoT)
strategies, leveraging IBM’s assets in Cognitive Computing, Analytics, Cloud, Mobile and
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Security. Tim’s career spans large technology companies Analog Devices and Ericsson as well
as a series of startups. As CEO of Crisp Wireless, he pioneered mobile multimedia applications
for Nokia, Motorola and AT&T. Tim has consulted for a variety of companies from small to
large multinational on electric car charging, smart city networks, solar monitoring systems,
wearables and cybersecurity. He holds a BS in Electrical Engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, an MBA from the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania and is an
alumnus of the Cleantech Executive Program at New York University.
11:45

Lunch

Broadway CD Room

1:00 PM

Session 4: Edge Analytics in the IoT for Dynamic
Data-Driven Application Systems

Broadway CD Room

Kirk will summarize the use of analytics, from descriptive to predictive to prescriptive, and
ultimately to cognitive, in the Internet of Things (IoT). Edge analytics refers to moving the
analytics to the edge of the network, as close as possible to real-time analytics at the point of data
collection (which reflects the modern trend to "ship the algorithms to the data"). In order to reap
maximum value from ubiquitous IoT sensors, then edge analytics is an imperative. This will
enable rapid, data-informed discoveries, decisions, innovations, and actions in dynamic datadriven application systems (DDDAS). I will illustrate these concepts with a few DDDAS
examples, such as digital marketing, cybersecurity, healthcare, oil and gas exploration, Smart
Cities, Mars rovers, and killer asteroids!
Kirk Borne, Principal Data Scientist, Booz Allen Hamilton
Dr. Kirk Borne is the Principal Data Scientist at Booz Allen Hamilton (since 2015). He
previously spent 12 years as Professor of Astrophysics and Computational Science at George
Mason University where he taught and advised students in the graduate and undergraduate Data
Science degree programs. Before that, he worked 18 years supporting NASA projects in various
roles, including program manager in NASA's Space Science Data Operations Office and Data
Archive Project Scientist for the Hubble Space Telescope. He has a PhD in Astronomy from
Caltech and a BS in Physics from LSU. He is an active contributor on social media, where he is
an advocate of data literacy for all and has been named consistently every year among the top
worldwide influencers in big data and data science since 2013. Follow him on Twitter at
@KirkDBorne.
2:00 PM

Break

2:15 PM

Session 5: “What the Roundtable Thinks”
Discussion moderated by Brian Eck and Cara Curtland

Broadway CD Room

Open Source/Open Architecture
• What are the best opportunities for open source in the analytics space?
• What are the issues and obstacles associated with open architecture in the analytics
space? How do you overcome them?
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•

IoT
•

•
•

The incoming wave of new employees are learning analytics using open source tools and
expects their employers to do the same. How will companies make the transition to open
source without abandoning their investments? What risks do companies face in
transitioning too slow or fast?
The industrial internet has the power to dramatically alter the competitive landscape of
industries. How are companies meeting the challenge of turning the huge amounts of
data into action by your organizations? What obstacles and issues are you facing and
how do you overcome them?
To get the most value out of the industrial internet/big data, there will be a push to
provide predictive analytics and prescriptive solutions towards real time and a broad
spectrum of users. What obstacles/issues do you see and how do you overcome them?
How do solution techniques and models change when (sub) second response is required?

4:00 PM

President Report

4:30 PM

Adjourn

Broadway CD Room
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